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Abstract

The order in which unfications take place during type inference algorithms strongly
determines where an error is detected. We use a constraint based type inferencer
which separates between collecting, ordering, and solving constraints. We use a small
set of combinators as part of the type rules to specify a degree of non-determinism
in the order in which constraints may be solved. In the ordering phase, the user
can make the type inference process (more) deterministic by choosing an appropriate
ordering, yielding a large degree of control on his part: the scientist can easily com-
pare the behaviors of various existing type inferencers and algorithms by describing
them in terms of these orderings; the programmer can experiment with various or-
derings, and choose the one which suits his style of programming best. Compilers
based on this technology naturally support multiple solvers, multiple error message
for a single compilation, and using various orderings “in parallel”, so that the user
can easily browse through different views on the type error. The framework has been
implemented, and used to build the Helium compiler for the language Haskell.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Hindley-Milner type system lies at the basis of many algorithms and imple-
mentations that exist for type inferencing polymorphic functional languages, such
as Haskell and ML. These algorithms and implementations all rely on the unific-
ation of types. However, the unifications they perform occur in different orders,
with the result that inconsistencies, if they exist, are detected at different locations.
The crucial realization is that these locations strongly determine the error message
that is reported to the programmer, each giving a different view on the type error.
An alternative would be to offer a message that incorporates all possible views at
once, for instance by listing all the sites contributing to the error as in [14], which
is a good option if the compiler has no further information as to which view is the
most likely one. Our technology offers ways for the programmer to select the view
most suitable to his taste, experience or whatever other factors may play a role,
thus making the message more specific and concise.

Consider, for instance, the expressionλ f → ( f id, f True). Even for this simple
expression, different algorithms put the ’blame’ on different parts of this expres-
sion. The folklore algorithmM [8] reports that the constantTruedoes not fit the
expected type forf, while algorithmW [1] considers the application off to Trueto



be at fault. The Haskell interpreter Hugs infers tuples from right-to-left, putting the
blame on the expressionf id. A purely bottom-up algorithm finds an error when
it binds the various occurrences off , while an algorithm such asUAE [15] stops
when it considers the tuple after considering the components of the tuple.

The use of constraints as a means to specify a type system, or program analysis
in general, has been with us for quite some time. In his introductory book [11],
Pierce uses constraints more than once in his logical deduction rules, and some of
the chapters of the second book, e.g. Pottier and Remy’s The Essence Of ML Type
Inference, are in a similar vein [12]. The advantage of such a formulation is that
it distinguishes between the declarative specification of the analysis, and solving
the collected constraints. In most cases, however, the order in which constraints
are solved is left unspecified, although, as our example shows, the exact order in
which the constraints are solved strongly determines where an inconsistency is
detected. Also, depending on the types of constraints used in the type rules, there
may be orders that are invalid, i.e., certain constraints must be solved before others
to guarantee soundness. On the other hand, we want to be as flexible as possible.

In our approach, we take the abstract syntax tree as a starting point, where
each constraint is associated with a node in the tree. To achieve this, the constraint
generation phase constructs a constraint tree, e.g., by decorating the abstract syntax
tree with sets of constraints. Which constraint ends up where is specified by means
of a small number of combinators in the type rules. Some of these can be used
to forbid certain orders, e.g., the constraints of a let-definition should be solved
before the body of that let, others allow us to treat the constraints generated in a
single node of the abstract syntax tree differently, by associating them not with the
node itself, but with one of its subtrees. We shall see examples of this later.

In the subsequent ordering phase, the constraint tree is converted to a list of
constraints based on an ordering strategy. Many of the well-known type inference
algorithms can be emulated simply by choosing the appropriate ordering. The ease
with which we can capture so many existing algorithms is a further justification of
this work. The list of constraints can then be fed into any of a whole range of solv-
ers. This set-up opens up a host of opportunities: By compiling a program with dif-
ferent orderings we obtain multiple “views” on the same type error. A programmer
can experiment with orderings to find out which fits his style of programming best.
The framework also allows researchers in the area to compare these algorithms to
each other and to alternative types of solvers, such as a type graph solver [3]. The
system also lends itself naturally to generating multiple (independent) type error
messages in a single compilation.

We used our library to implement the type inference process in the Helium
compiler [6]. Since Helium implements almost the entire Haskell 98 standard [10],
it shows that our approach scales well (see Chapter 6 of [4] for this much more
extensive type system). Note, however, that nothing in our framework restricts
its use to Haskell, nor to type inference, because new kinds of constraints can be
added with ease.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 3, we discuss the constraints that



we use. The major part of this paper is devoted to a description of operators that
construct constraint trees (Section 4). We illustrate these operators by presenting
type rules for the lambda calculus with polymorphic let in Section 5, and show how
we can emulate the unification orders of some important algorithms in Section 6.
The type system we discuss in this paper is large enough to compare it with existing
algorithms.

2 PRELIMINARIES

We use a three layer type language: besides mono types(τ) we have type schemes
(σ), andρ’s, which are either type scheme variables(σv) or type schemes.

τ ::= a | Int | Bool | τ1 → τ2

σ ::= τ | ∀a.σ
ρ ::= σ | σv

The functionftv(σ) returns the free type variable of its argument, and is defined
in the usual way: bound variables inσ are omitted from the set of type variables
in σ. For notational convenience, we represent∀a1. · · ·∀an.τ by ∀a1 . . .an.τ, and
abbreviatea1 . . .an by a vector of type variablesa; we insist that allai are different.
We assume to have an unlimited supply of fresh type variables, denoted byβ,β′,β1

etcetera. We usev0,v1, . . . for concrete type variables.
A substitutionS is a mapping from type variables to types. Application of a

substitutionS to a typeτ is denotedS(τ). All our substitutions are idempotent,
i.e. S(S(τ)) = S(τ), and id denotes the empty substitution. We use the syntax
[a1 := τ1, . . . ,an := τn] to denote a substitution that mapsai to τi (we insist that all
ai are different). Again, vector notation abbreviates this to[a := τ].

We can generalize a type to a type scheme while excluding the free type vari-
ables of some setM , which are to remain monomorphic. Dually, we instantiate a
type scheme by replacing the bound type variables with fresh type variables:

gen(M ,τ) =def ∀a.τ where a = ftv(τ)− ftv(M )
inst(∀a.τ) =def S(τ) whereS= [a := β] and all inβ are fresh

A type is an instance of a type scheme, written asτ1 < ∀a.τ2, if there exists a
substitutionSsuch thatτ1 = S(τ2) anddomain(S)⊆ a.

3 THE CONSTRAINTS

In this section, we describe a constraint language for type systems based on Hindley-
Milner. For each kind of constraint, we define syntax, semantics and how they can
be solved.

In our framework, a constraint may carry any kind of additional information,
e.g., the reason why the constraint was generated. Typically, the amount of inform-
ation carried around is enough to construct an error message if the constraint leads



to an inconsistency. Because of this genericity, we omit the constraint information
carried by a constraint in this paper.

With the following constraints we can express type equivalence for mono-
morphic types, generalization, and instantiation.

c ::= (τ1 ≡ τ2) | σv := GEN(M ,τ) | τ � ρ

With a generalization constraint we can generalize a type with respect to a set of
monomorphic type variablesM , and assign the resulting type scheme to a type
scheme variable. Instantiation constraints express that a type should be an instance
of a type scheme, or the type scheme associated with a type scheme variable.

The generalization and instance constraints are used to handle the polymorph-
ism introduced by let expressions. It is possible to use only equivalence constraints,
but that comes at a price. Essentially, for each occurence of a let-defined variable,
we must then duplicate the set of constraints associated with it, and thus much of
our work. And if a such a set is itself inconsistent, the error is duplicated each time
as well.

We use special type scheme variables to function as place-holders for unknown
type schemes. The reason for this is that we do not want to solve constraints during
the constraint generation phase. We shall see shortly that our method does induce
a certain bias in the sense that we may only generalize types when we are certain
that variables considered to be polymorphic will not become monomorphic due to
future unifications.

Our generalization and instance constraints are the decomposition of what we
called the implicit instance constraint in an earlier report [5]. The generalization
and instantation constraints that we use are similar to thelet constraint of Pottier
and Ŕemy[12]. The main difference is that Pottier and Rémy convert an abstract
syntax tree into a constraint that largely follows the structure of the program, e.g.,
their let constraint contains all the information imposed by both the definitions and
the body of the let. Then they define a rather complicated rewrite system (Figure
10-11 of [12]) that traverses this constraint, to determine whether this constraint
is satisfiable. Furthermore, they are not interested in finding out why it may not
be satisfiable, and we see no way to make such provisions easily. We on the other
hand have chosen our constraints to be as small and manipulable as possible, which
makes building a solver a straightforward exercise [5], and allows for the reordering
of constraints to influence the outcome of the type inference process.

Both instance and equality constraints are lifted to work on lists of pairs, where
each pair consists of an identifier and a type (or type scheme). For instance,

A≡ B =def {τ1 ≡ τ2 | (x:τ1) ∈ A,(x:τ2) ∈ B} .

Our solution space for solving constraints consists of a pair of mappings(S,Σ),
whereS is a substitution on type variables, andΣ a substitution on type scheme
variables. Next, we define semantics for these constraints: the judgement(S,Σ) s̀ c



expresses that the constraintc is satisfied by the substitutions(S,Σ).

(S,Σ) s̀ τ1 ≡ τ2 =def S(τ1) = S(τ2)
(S,Σ) s̀ σv := GEN(M ,τ) =def S(Σ(σv)) = gen(S(M ),S(τ))
(S,Σ) s̀ τ � ρ =def S(τ) < S(Σ(ρ))

We explain how each of the constraints can be solved, formulated as a rewrite
system. In addition to the solution itself, we add the set of constraints to be solved
as the first element, and update it along the way.

({τ1 ≡ τ2}∪C ,S,Σ) → (S′(C ),S′ ◦S,Σ) whereS′ = mgu(τ1,τ2)
({σv := GEN(M ,τ)}∪C ,S,Σ) → (Σ′(C ),S,Σ′ ◦Σ) whereΣ′ = [σv := gen(M ,τ)]

if ftv(τ)∩actives(C )⊆ ftv(M )
({τ � σ}∪C ,S,Σ) → ({τ ≡ inst(σ)}∪C ,S,Σ)

We use the standard algorithmmgufor finding a most general unifier of two types [13].
We already mentioned that our solving process imposes a certain order on when
constraints can be solved. This fact is now apparent in the side conditions for the
generalization and instantiation constraints. Observe the implicit side condition
for solving an instantiation constraint: we insist that the right hand side is a type
schemeand not a type scheme variable. This implies that the corresponding gen-
eralization constraint has been solved, and the type scheme variable was replaced
by a type scheme. When we generalize a typeτ due to a generalization constraint,
the polymorphic type variables in that type are (conceptually) renamed so that their
former identity is lost. This means that we must ensure that this identity plays no
role in the future. This is the case if the type variable does not occur any longer
in the constraint set, unless it only occurs in a position in which it is considered to
be polymorphic. This notion is formalized in the definition of activeness, which is
straightforward [4],

When none of the rules can be applied to a given non-empty constraint set, then
the set is inconsistent, and the error solution,( /0,>,>) is returned. Such a solution
trivially satisfies every constraint. That our non-deterministic rewriting system is
sound and complete with respect to the semantics can be formulated as follows.

Theorem 1 If (C , id, id)→∗ ( /0,S,Σ), then(S,Σ) s̀ C . In fact, it is the most general
solution that satisfiesC .

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.9 in [4]. Note that the implicit
instance constraints in that proof can easily be mapped to a pair of generalization
and instance constraints. �

4 CONSTRAINT ORDERING

In the previous section we discussed how, non-deterministically, sets of constraints
can be solved. In a practical setting such as a compiler, we want to make this



process more deterministic by linearizing the set of constraints, and then feeding
these one by one into a solver. The idea is that, to an extent depending on the solver,
this determines which constraint is responsible for any inconsistency, and thus what
kind of error message will be given. A second advantage is that we can restrict
ourselves to linearizations for which we do need to check the side conditions for
the generalization and instantiation constraints: they will be guaranteed to hold
when the constraints are solved.

To obtain more control over the order of the constraints, we collect the con-
straints in a tree. This tree has the same shape as the abstract syntax tree of the
expression for which the constraints are generated. In fact, an implementation
may simply associate constraints with nodes in the abstract syntax tree itself. A
constraint isattachedto the nodeN where it is generated. Furthermore, we may
choose toassociateit explicitly with one of the subtrees ofN. Some language
constructs demand that some constraints have to be solved before others, and we
encode this in the constraint tree as well.

We consider four alternatives for constructing a constraint tree.

TC ::= [•TC 1, . . . ,TC n ]• | c ♦ TC | cOTC | TC 1 � TC 2

To minimize the use of parentheses, all operators to build constraint trees are
right associative. With the first alternative we combine a list of constraint trees
into a single tree consisting of a root with theTC i as subtrees. The second and
third alternatives add a single constraint to a tree. The casec ♦ TC is the most
straightforward one: it makes the constraint part of the constraint set associated
with the root ofTC . A typical constraint to associate with a let-node is the constraint
that the type of the body of the let equals the type of the let (see (LET) in Figure 3).

However, some of the constraints are more naturally associated with a sub-
tree of a given node, such as the constraint that the condition of an if-then-else
expression must have typeBool. In that case, we writecOTC , whereTC is the
constraint tree obtained for the condition. To summarize, in the constraint tree
c ♦ [•TC 1,TC 2 ]•, c is a constraint generated by the root and associated with the
root, while the constraintc in [•cOTC 1,TC 2 ]• is generated by the root, but associ-
ated with its first subtree. The last case (TC 1 � TC 2) combines two trees in a strict
way: all the constraints inTC 1 should be considered before the constraints inTC 2.
The typical example is that of the constraints for the definition in a let and those
for the body.

Most of our operators add a single constraint to a constraint tree, e.g.,c ♦ TC .
For brevity, we also use the underlined version of such an operator lifted to lists of
constraints in a straightforward fashion. For example,

[c1, . . . ,cn] ♦ TC =def c1 ♦ . . . ♦ cn ♦ TC .

This also applies to similar operators to be defined later in this paper. We abbreviate
the empty constraint tree [• ]• with •, andC •, the tree consisting of a single node
with a constraint set attached to it, is defined asC ♦ •.



In the remaining part of this section, we discuss various constraint ordering
strategies: the flattening of constraint trees, specified by means of a tree walk, and
spreading and phasing for transforming a constraint tree.

4.1 Flattening a constraint tree

Our first concern is how to flatten a constraint tree to a list: for this, we use the
function flatten. How a tree is flattened depends on the tree walk of our choice,
which is a parameter offlatten. A tree walk specifies the order of the constraints
for a single node in the constraint tree. We use the following Haskell datatype to
represent a tree walk.

data TreeWalk= TW (∀a.[a]→ [([a], [a])]→ [a])

The first argument of the tree walk function specifies the constraints belonging to
the node itself, the second one contains pairs of lists of constraints, one for each
child of the node. The first element of such a pair contains the constraints for
the subtree, the second element those constraints associated by the node with the
subtree.

The functionflattenhas the following type signature:

flatten:: TreeWalk→ ConstraintTree→ [Constraint]

Theflattenfunction simply traverses the constraint tree, and for most nodes lets the
TreeWalkdetermine how the constraints attached to the node itself, the constraints
attached to the various subtrees and the lists of constraints from the subtrees them-
selves, should be turned into a single list. Only if the node is a strict node, then the
order in which the constraints are put together is fixed.

The first tree walk we define is truly bottom-up.

bottomUp= TW (λdown list→ f (unzip list)++down)
where f (csets,ups) = concat csets++concat ups

This tree walk puts the recursively flattened constraint subtrees up front, while
preserving the order of the trees. These are followed by the constraints associated
with each subtree in turn. Finally, we append the constraints attached to the node
itself.

Example 1. Assume thatTC = down♦ [•up1OC •
1 , . . . ,upnOC •

n ]•. Flattening this
constraint tree with the bottom-up tree walk gives us

flatten bottomUpTC = C1 ++ . . .++Cn ++up1 ++ . . .++upn ++down

Similarly, we define the dual tree walk, which is a top-down approach.

topDown= TW (λdown list→ down++ f (unzip list))
where f (csets,ups) = concat ups++concat csets



Example 1 (continued).If we use this tree walk to flattenTC , then we obtain

flatten topDownTC = down++up1 ++ . . .++upn ++C1 ++ . . .++Cn

Other useful treewalks are those that interleave the upward constraints and the
flattened constraint trees at each node. Here, we have two choices to make: do the
the upward constraints precede or follow the constraints from the corresponding
child, and do we put the downward constraints in front or at the end of the list?
These two options lead to the following helper-function.

variation:: (∀a.[a]→ [a]→ [a])→ (∀a.[a]→ [a]→ [a])→ TreeWalk
variation f1 f2 = TW (λdown list→ f1 down(concatMap(uncurry f2) list))

For both arguments ofvariation, we consider two alternatives: combine the lists
in the order given (++), or flip the order of the lists (flip (++)). For instance, this
results in the following behavior:

flatten(variation (++)(++)) TC = down++C1 ++up1 ++ . . .++Cn ++upn

Our next, and final, example is a tree walk transformer: at each node in the
constraint tree, the children are inspected in reversed order. Of course, this reversal
is not applied to nodes with a strict ordering. With this transformer, we can inspect
a program from right-to-left, instead of the standard left-to-right order.

reversed:: TreeWalk→ TreeWalk
reversed(TW f) = TW (λdown list→ f down(reverse list))

We conclude our discussion on flattening a constraint tree with an example,
which illustrates the impact of the order of constraints.

Example 3. We use the type rules in Figure 3 to generate the constraints for the
expression given below. We take the liberty of including a conditional in the ex-
ample although we do not give the type rule; it simply enforces that the type of the
condition isBool, and that the type of the conditional as a whole equals the type
of the then and the else branches.) Various parts of the expression are annotated
with their assigned type variable. Furthermore,v9 is assigned to the if-then-else
expression, andv10 to the complete expression.

λ f
v0

b
v1

→ if b
v2

then

v5︷ ︸︸ ︷
f

v3

1
v4

else

v8︷ ︸︸ ︷
f

v6

True
v7

We continue with the constraint treeTC depicted in Figure 1. The constraints in
this tree are inconsistent: the constraints in the only minimal inconsistent subset are
marked with a star. Hence, a sequential constraint solver will report the last of the



[c8,c9,c10,c11]

c5↑ c6↑
c7↑

c3c1

c2 c4

c1
∗ = v4 ≡ Int

c2
∗ = v3 ≡ v4 → v5

c3
∗ = v7 ≡ Bool

c4
∗ = v6 ≡ v7 → v8

c5 = v2 ≡ Bool
c6 = v5 ≡ v9

c7 = v8 ≡ v9

c8
∗ = v0 ≡ v3

c9
∗ = v0 ≡ v6

c10 = v1 ≡ v2

c11 = v10≡ v0 → v1 → v9

FIGURE 1. A constraint tree

marked constraints in the list as incorrect. We consider three flattening strategies.
The underlined constraints are the locations where the inconsistency is detected.

flatten bottomUpTC = [c1,c2,c3,c4,c5,c6,c7,c8,c9,c10,c11]
flatten topDownTC = [c8,c9,c10,c11,c5,c6,c7,c2,c1,c4,c3]
flatten(reversed topDown) TC = [c8,c9,c10,c11,c7,c6,c5,c4,c3,c2,c1]

Observe that for each of the tree walks, the inconsistency shows up while solving
a different constraint. These constraints originated from the root of the expression,
the subexpressionTrue, and the subexpression 1, respectively.

If a constraint tree retains information about the names of the constructors of
the abstract tree, then the definition offlatten can easily be generalized to treat
certain language constructs differently:

flatten:: (String→ TreeWalk)→ ConstraintTree→ [Constraint]

This extension enables us to model inference processes such as the one of Hugs [7]
which infers tuples from right to left, while most other constructs are inferred left-
to-right. It also allows us to emulate all instances ofG [9], such as exhibiting
M -like behavior for one construct andW -like behavior for another.

Of course,flattencould be generalized further to include other orderings. For
example, a tree walk that visits the subtree with the most type constraints first.

4.2 Spreading type constraints

We present a technique to move type constraints from one place in the constraint
tree to a different location. This can be useful if constraints generated at a certain
place in the abstract syntax tree are also related to a second location. In particular,



we will consider constraints that relate the definition site and the use site of an iden-
tifier. The advantage is that we get more ways to reorganize the type constraints
after constraint generation, without changing the type rules themselves (which can
be dangerous since we may inadvertently change the type system). More specific-
ally, by spreading constraints we can also emulate algorithms that use a top-down
type environment, even though our rules use a bottom-up assumption set to collect
the constraints.

The grammar for constraint trees is extended with three cases.

TC ::= (. . .) | (`,c)O◦ TC | (`,c)�◦ TC | `◦

The first two cases serve to spread a constraint, whereas the third marks a position
in the tree to receive such a constraint. Labels` are used only to find matching
spread-receive pairs. The scope of spreading a constraint is limited to the right
argument ofO◦ (and�◦). We expect for every constraint that is spread to have
exactly one receiver in its scope.

The functionspreadis responsible for passing down constraints deeper into the
tree, until they end up at their destination label. For reasons of brevity we only give
a type signature.

spread:: ConstraintTree→ ConstraintTree

The type rules specify whether a certain constraint can potentially be spread.
To actually perform spreading is a choice that is made by the programmer. This
implies that we have to specify howflattenhandles bothO◦ and�◦. Only the flat-
ten function actually distinguishes between the non-strictO◦ and the strict version
�◦, essentially by forgetting the◦.

Example 3 (continued).We spread the type constraints introduced for the mono-
morphic pattern variablesf andb to their use sites. Hence, the constraintsc8, c9,
andc10 are moved to a different location in the constraint tree. We put a receiver
at the three nodes of the variables (two forf , one forb). The type variable that is
assigned to an occurrence of a variable (which is unique) is also used as the label
for the receiver. Hence, we get the receiversv◦2, v◦3, andv◦6. The constraint tree after
spreading (TC

′) is displayed in Figure 2.

flatten bottomUpTC
′ = [c10,c8,c1,c2,c9,c3,c4,c5,c6,c7,c11]

flatten topDownTC
′ = [c11,c5,c6,c7,c10,c2,c8,c1,c4,c9,c3]

flatten(reversed bottomUp) TC
′ = [c3,c9,c4,c1,c8,c2,c10,c7,c6,c5,c11]

ThebottomUptree walk after spreading leads to reporting the constraintc4: without
spreading type constraints,c9 is reported.

One could say that spreading undoes the bottom-up construction of assumption
sets for the free identifiers, and instead applies the more standard approach to pass
down a type environment (usually denoted byΓ). Therefore, spreading type con-
straints gives a constraint tree that corresponds more closely to the type inference



c5↑
c10

v◦3 v◦6

v◦2

c3c1

c4c2 c9

c8

c11

c6↑
c7↑

FIGURE 2. A constraint tree with type constraints that have been spread

process of Hugs [7] and GHC [2]. Regarding the inference process for a condi-
tional expression, both compilers constrain the type of the condition to be of type
Boolbefore continuing with the then and else branches. GHC constrains the type of
the condition even before its type is inferred: Hugs constrains this type afterwards.
Therefore, the inference process of Hugs for a conditional expression corresponds
to an inorder bottom-up tree walk. The behavior of GHC can be mimicked by an
inorder top-down tree walk.

4.3 Phasing constraint trees

The phasing operator for constraint trees is not treated in detail in this paper (see
[4]). We restrict ourselves to a short high-level description. Phasing can be used
to model non-local influences on the order of constraints by assigning a phase
number to each constraint and solving constraints with phase numberi before those
with phase numberi + 1. It can be used to take advantage of type signatures by
assigning a low phase number to constraints originating from a type signature. This
amounts to ’pushing down’ an expected type.

For example, consider a functionf with explicit type Int → Int. Then f ’s
formal parameter has typeInt, which is expressed by an equality constraint that
can be solved before considering the function definition. This is in fact what GHC
does. If the type off contains type variables, then the situation is somewhat more
complicated: for this, we need skolemization constraints, which are rather similar
to the instantiation constraints.

Another application of phasing is to assign early phase numbers to constraints
that were generated (and satisfied) during an earlier compilation. This has the effect
of putting the blame on more recently developed pieces of code.

5 AN EXAMPLE TYPE SYSTEM

The type rules for the following simple language (variables, application, lambda
abstraction and a non-recursive let) are presented in Figure 3.



e ::= x | e1 e2 | λx→ e | let x = e1 in e2

These rules specify how to construct a constraint tree for a given expression
(see [4] for a much more extensive example). The type rules are formulated in
terms of judgements of the formM ,A ,TC ` e : τ. Such a judgement should be
read as: ”given a set of typesM that are to remain monomorphic, we can assign
typeτ to expressione if the type constraints inTC are satisfied, and ifA enumerates
all the types that have been assigned to the identifiers that are free ine”. The set
M of monomorphic types is provided by the context: it is passed top-down. The
assumption setA contains an assumption(x : β) for each unboundoccurrenceof
x (hereβ is a fresh type variable). Hence,A can have multiple assertions for the
same identifier. For now, the operator++ should be read as concatenation, andA\x
denotes the removal of all assumptions aboutx from A .

All our type rules maintain the invariant that each subexpression is assigned a
fresh type variable. For example, consider the type ruleAPPLY. Here,τ1 is a place-
holder for the type ofe1, and is used in the constraintτ1≡ β1→ β2. Because of the
invariant, we know thatτ1 is actually a type variable, and we have no clue about
the type it will become. During the solving process, type variables will be replaced
by more complicated types. Remember that the result of every preceding solving
step (which is a substitution) is immediately applied to the remaining constraints.

We could have replacedci (i = 1,2,3) in the type ruleAPPLY with a single
constraintτ1 ≡ τ2 → β3. Decomposing this constraint, however, opens the way for
fine-grained control over when a certain fact is checked. In the type rule (LET),
we use�◦ for spreading the instantiation constraints, and notO◦. As a result,
we have made the rule for theLET a bit more restrictive than necessary: it is per-
fectly possible that some constraints coming from the body can be solved before
constraints arising from the definitions. This decision is practically motivated: by
choosing this strict ordering, we can be sure that the side condition for a generaliz-
ation constraint is fulfilled when we encounter it in the constraint list, and thus the
solver does not need to verify the condition, or look for constraints for which the
condition is satisfied.

In Section 3 we formulated the solving process based on sets of constraints.
From now on, we consider the set of constraints as a list (one which has been
obtained via a flattening of the constraint tree for the expression), and solve the
constraints in this order. In other words, the operator∪ in {c}∪C should be read
as ’insert at or take from the front’. The soundness of our algorithm with respect
to the type rules is formulated as follows.

Theorem 2 Let M ,A ,TC ` e : τ for a closed expression e, and letC be a list of
constraints obtained by flatteningTC . If (C , id, id) →∗ ( /0,S,Σ), then H̀M e : Sτ,
where H̀M denotes the Hindley-Milner type system.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.16 in [4], again with the note
that implicit instance constraints can be replaced by separate generalization and
instantiation constraints. A notable difference with this proof is that we have to



M ,A ,TC ` e : τ

M , [x:β],β◦ ` x : β
(VAR)

c1 = (τ1 ≡ β1 → β2) c2 = (β1 ≡ τ2) c3 = (β2 ≡ β3)
M ,A1,TC 1 ` e1 : τ1 M ,A2,TC 2 ` e2 : τ2

M ,A1 ++A2,c3 ♦ [•c1OTC 1,c2OTC 2 ]• ` e1 e2 : β3

(APPLY)

C` = ([x:β1 ]≡ A) c1 = (β3 ≡ β1 → β2) c2 = (τ ≡ β2)
M ++ ftv(C`),A ,TC ` e : τ

M ,A\x,c1 ♦ C` ♦◦ [•c2OTC ]• ` λx→ e : β3

(ABS)

TC = (c2 ♦ [•TC 1 � [c1 ]• � (C` �◦ TC 2) ]•)
c1 = (σv := GEN(M ,τ1)) C` = (A2 � [x:σv ]) c2 = (β ≡ τ2)

M ,A1,TC 1 ` e1 : τ1 M ,A2,TC 2 ` e2 : τ2

M ,A1 ++(A2\x),TC ` let x = e1 in e2 : β
(LET)

FIGURE 3. Type rules for a simple expression language

take the flattening into account. The use of the� operator in the rule for the let,
and the fact thatflattenobeys this strict order imply that the constraints of the let
definitions are solved before those of the body. Thus, solvingC does not block
on the side conditions of the generalization or the instantiation constraint, and the
result follows from Theorem 1. �

A corollary is that if any of the algorithms for implementing the Hindley-
Milner type system fails, then ours fails as well. The only observable difference is
that the algorithms might fail ’at different points’. In the next section, we present
constraint ordering strategies for emulating some classic algorithms, such that a
simple sequential solver stops at the same point.

6 COMPARISONS TO OTHER TYPE INFERENCING ALGORITHMS

We now have everything set-up for a comparison of our algorithm with existing
algorithms in the literature. We consider the classic algorithms,W [1] andM [8],
but alsoG [9] andUAE [15].



Consider first the standard algorithmW . The algorithm proceeds in a bottom-
up fashion, and considers the children from left-to-right. Second,W treats the
let-expression in exactly the same way as we do: first the definition, followed by
generalization, and finally the body. Finally, we see that a type environment is
passed down. Together this implies that the combination of thebottomUptree
walk with spreading corresponds to algorithmW . Note that because spreading is
used, thebottomUptree walk ensures that the algorithm only fails at applications.

Similarly, the folklore algorithmM is a top-down inference algorithm which
also uses a type environment. Unification now takes place in the identifier and
lambda nodes, and not in the application node. These properties determine that
spreading in combination with thetopDowntree walk emulatesM .

Algorithm G defined by Lee and Yi [9] is a combination ofM andW and
generalizes both. It actually defines a set of algorithms. The essential idea is that
the unifications ofW andM are broken into pieces so that some of these can be
performed when arriving at a certain node, some between two subtree visits, and
some before going back up. This decomposition can be chosen independently for
each non-terminal.

To see how we can model the choices to be made inG , we consider the case for
applicationse1 e2. The formulation of Lee and Yi allows us to start with choosing
a θ1 equal to either a fresh type variable, a function type in which the argument
and result types are fresh, or a function type in which the argument is fresh and the
result type is equal to the expected typeρ (see constraint(2) in Fig. 3 of [9]). Next,
we can decide to strengthen our demands on the type ofe1, or postpone this to after
consideringe2 (3). For the argument position we decide what to pass down: the
type β (which is partly known from inferringe1’s type), or a fresh type variable
(4). After visiting e2, all constraints are considered again to make sure that which
was not checked before, is assuredly taken care of.

Instead of exhaustively listing all the possibilities and showing how these can
be specified in our system by means of some tree walk, we illustrate by considering
algorithmH defined in [9]. The corresponding tree walk should give[c1]++C1++
[c3,c2]++ C2, whereCi is the flattened list of constraints for subtreeei , and theci

are the constraints mentioned in the type rule for applications.
With the realization that our algorithm can handle a great variety of constraint

orderings (including reversed orders), the above can be summarized as follows:

Theorem 3 The algorithm described in this paper strictly generalizes algorithms
W , M andG (and thus also the inference algorithms of the OCaml and SML/NJ
compilers).

6.1 Algorithm UAE

Yang describes a type inference algorithm which proceeds by unifying assumption
environments [15]. The main idea is to handle the two subexpressions of an applic-
ation independently in order to get rid of the left-to-right bias. The basic character-
istic of algorithmUAE is that for a compound expression such as the application



e1 e2, information obtained from analysis ofe1 cannot influence the analysis of
e2. Their solution is to first recursively analyze the subexpressions, and only af-
terwards unify the resulting assumption environments, which record the types of
identifiers used in these subexpressions.

Take a look at the following erroneous expression:

f = λ x
v1

→ (if x
v2

then x
v3

+ x
v4

else2)∗ x
v5

UAE determines that thex in the condition is of typeBool, and that the type
of the x’s in the expressionx+ x both have typeInt. The conditional expression
obtains three assumption sets from its subexpressions:{(x : Bool)} from the con-
dition, {(x : Int)} from the then branch, and an empty assumption set from the
else branch. The inconsistency is detected when it unifies these assumption sets,
because given thatx is monomorphic, it cannot be of typeBooland of typeInt.

Using the type rules of Fig. 3, the rule (ABS) generates{v1 ≡ v2,v1 ≡ v3,v1 ≡
v4,v1 ≡ v5} for equating the uses ofx. Note that there is no ordering strategy in
our system that can detect at the conditional that the type ofx in the condition is
not consistent with the types of thex’s in the then branch. Either the inconsistency
will be found at the binding site forx (when spreading is not used), or it will be
found at one of the uses ofx (when spreading is used).

The above behavior can be simulated by making a straightforward extension
to our framework. We change the operator++ for combining assumption environ-
ments: instead of concatenating assumption sets, it returns a new set of assump-
tions together with a constraint set. If(x : v1) ∈ A1 and (x : v2) ∈ A2, then we
replace these assumptions by(x : β), whereβ is a fresh type variable. Furthermore,
we generate the additional constraintsv1 ≡ β andv2 ≡ β. If we now apply the tree
walk bottomUp, then the behavior of our algorithm mimics that ofUAE. The same
result can be obtained by generalizing the notion of spreading constraints (without
the need to change the process of collecting constraints).

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper we have shown how a special constraint ordering phase in the type
inferencing process can be formulated, and how it can be used to specify the various
orders in which the constraints may be solved. Many of the existing algorithms
for type inferencing can be emulated by choosing the appropriate ordering. In
practice this gives many benefits in terms of having alternative configurations for
the type inference process, either as alternatives, or to compare them. It also paves
the way for global heuristics which combine and compete to determine the most
likely sources of an inconsistency, because the type rules that use the combinators
immediately rule out invalid solving orders.

We have shown how constraint trees can be built, and that they can be con-
verted into lists of constraints by choosing an appropriate tree walk. A library



that implements our ideas has been used in developing the Helium compiler for
Haskell, showing that it scales up well. Due to the gained flexibility, the program-
mer can experiment with various ordering strategies, to see which fits his way of
programming. Extending a compiler based on our work to use various strategies in
parallel and thus offers multiple “views” on the same type error is straightforward.
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